A T T O R N E Y S AT LAW

523 Highland Avenue
P.O. Box 353
Carrollton, Kentucky 41008
Phone: (502)732-6688

James M. Crawford
Ruth H. Baxter
Alecia Gamm Hubbard

1-800-442-8680
Fax: (502)732-6920
Email: CBd5230AOL.COM

July 22,201 1

Mr. Jeff Derouen, Executive Director
K.entucly Public Service Commission
2 11 Sower Boulevard
P.O. Box 615
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602

PUBLIC SERVICE

coMMlssIoI\I

Dear Mr. Derouen:
Please find enclosed the original and ten (10) copies of the responses to the
“Commission Staffs First Information Request” to Owen Electric Cooperative, Inc., posted on June
24,201 1.
Please contact ine with any questions regarding this filing.
Respectfully submitted,
CRAWFORD & BAXTER, P.S.C.

JMC/dmp

-

cc: Mr. Dennis Howard, Assistant Attorney General
Office of Attorney General
Utility Intervention and Rate Division
1024 Capital Center Drive
Frankfort, Kentucky 4060 1

COMMONWEALTI--1OF KENTUCKY
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:
APPLICATION OF OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CORPORATION FOR AN ORDER AUTHORIZING A
CHANGE IN RATE DESIGN FOR IPS RESIDENTIAL
AND SMALL COMMERCIAL KATE CLASSES AND
THE PROFERRING OF SEVERAL OPTIONAL RATE
DESIGNS FOR THE RESIDENTIAL RATE CLASSES

)
)

1
)
)
)

CASE NO.
2011-00037

GO MMI
SS I0N STAFF’S FIRS’T I NF0RMAT I0N REQ UESTOWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
Owen Electric Cooperative Corporation (“Owen”), pursuant to 807 KAR 5 : O O I , is
to file with the Commission the original and 10 copies of the following information, with a
copy to all parties

of record. The information requested herein is due no later than July

8, 201 1. Responses to requests for information shall be appropriately bound, tabbed
and indexed.

Each response shall include the name of the witness responsible for

responding to the questions related to the information provided.
Each response shall be answered under oath or, for representatives of a public
or private corporation or a partnership or association or a governmental agency, be
accompanied by a signed certification

of the preparer or person supervising the

preparation of the response on behalf of the entity that the response is true and
accurate to the best of that person’s knowledge, information, and belief formed after a
reasonable inquiry .
Owen shall make timely amendment to any prior response if it obtains
information which indicates that the response was incorrect when made or, though

correct when made, is now incorrect in any material respect. For any request to which
Owen fails or refuses to furnish all or part of the requested information, Owen shall
provide a written explanation of the specific grounds for its failure to completely and
precisely respond.
Careful attention should be given to copied material to ensure that it is legible.
When the requested information has been previously provided in this proceeding in the
requested format, reference may be made to the specific location of that information in
responding to this request.

When applicable, the requested information shall be

separately provided for total company operations and jurisdictional operations.

i.

Provide the following information in a comparative format:
a.

Average monthly residential usage for each month of the test year.

Using these average usage levels, provide the average bill for each month for the Farm
and Home class using the present rates and the proposed rates. Based on these same
monthly averages, for each year from 201 i through 201 5, show the effect upon the
average monthly bill of the proposed increase in the customer charge, along with the
corresponding decrease in the energy charge.

b.

Provide the information requested in part a. of this request for an

average residential non-space heating customer.
c.

Provide the information requested in part a. of this request for an

average residential space heating customer.
d.

Based on the information provided in response to parts a. through

c. of this request, provide a narrative discussion of any conclusions that could be made,
including whether the propased change in rates could encourage or discourage usage.
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2.

Provide the following information in a comparative format:
a.

Average monthly commercial usage for each month of the test

year. CJsing these average usage levels, provide the average bill for each month for the
Small Commercial class using the present rates and the proposed rates.

Based o n

these same monthly averages, for each year from 2011 through 2014, show the effect
upon the average monthly bill of the proposed increase in the customer charge, along
with the corresponding decrease in the energy charge.
b.

For the test year, provide the lowest 12-month average usage by a

single commercial customer.
c.

For the test year, provide the highest 12-month average usage by a

single commercial customer.
d.

Using the information provided in response to parts a. through c. of

this request, provide a narrative discussion of any conclusions that could be made,
including whether the proposed change in rates could encourage or discourage usage
since customers under the Small Commercial tariff have no other rate options.

3.

Refer to Exhibit 2 of the Application, pages 4-7.
a.

For schedules I - B l , 1-B2, and 1-B3, explain how the Schedule of

Hours including Months, Days, On-Peak Hours and Off-peak Hours for each rate was
determined.

Include with the explanation all calculations performed and supporting

documents used in making the determinations.
b.

For schedule I - D Farm and Home Inclining Block, explain how the

energy charge block increments 0-300 kWh, 301-500 kWh, and Over 500 kWh were
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selected. include in the explanation all calculations and workpapers necessary to justify
the block increments selected.

4.

Refer to Item 5, page 2, of the Application.

Owen states that the rate

design adjustments were designed to be rate-neutral. Owen further states that the fiveyear period within which it proposes to align the member charge with Owen’s fixed cost
minimizes the financial impact to individual members within each rate class. Describe
the financial impact upon individual members to which Owen refers.

5.

Refer to Item 7, page 3, of the Application. In response to question 11,

Owen states that the twelve months ended December 31 , 2009 was selected as the test
year. Explain why this test year was chosen, given that more recent data is avaiiable.

6

Refer to Exhibit 7a, page 2, of the Application.

Explain whether Owen

anticipates the need for a base rate increase during the next five years and, if so,
whether the rate increase will be assigned entirely to the customer charge.
7.

Refer to Exhibit 7a, page 4, of the Application.

Provide a copy of the

Energy Efficiency & Demand Response Task Force report which includes and
discusses the “road map outlining how rural electric cooperatives can expeditiously
promot,e a culture of energy innovation including energy conservation, energy efficiency,
and demand response.”

8.

Refer to Exhibit 7a of the Application, page 5, answer 17. Owen states

that it is not reasonable to expect it to aggressively pursue energy innovation, energy
t

efficiency, and demand response programs when every reduction in sales has a
negative financial impact on Owen.

Explain whether Owen agrees that, through a

Demand-Side Management (“DSM”) surcharge, it can recover all costs as well as lost
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revenues resulting from Com mission-aut horized, cost-effective DSM programs.

9.

Refer to Exhibit 7a of the Application, page 5, answer 18, wherein Owen

begins its explanation of the throughput incentive. Explain whether Owen agrees that,
as long as the energy charge exceeds the cost to purchase and transmit power to the
member, a throughput incentive still exists.
10.

Refer to Exhibit 7a, pages 6-8, of the Application. The testimony explains

the advantages to the utility of mitigating the throughput incentive. However, a lower
energy charge can also lower the incentive for customers to spend money to implement
energy conservation, DSM and energy-efficiency programs.

If its goal is to expand

customer participation in such programs whiie minimizing its related negative financial
impacts, explain how Owen believes this reduced customer incentive can be overcome.

11.

Refer to Exhibit 7a of the Application, page 9, answer 25, wherein Owen

discusses whether a lower customer charge combined with a higher energy charge
would benefit fixed- and low-income members. From 2008 through 201 0, members
who receive LIHEAP assistance used an average of 1,609 kWh per month, while the
remaining members used on average 1,237 kWh per month.
a.
2008 through

How many members of Owen received LIHEAP assistance from

ZOIO?
In.

Identify and describe all DSM programs that Owen makes available

to fixed- and low-income members, and explain how these members are made aware of
these programs or other available energy-efficiency measures.
c.

Provide support for the statement, “[tlhe inefficient energy usage of

the dwelling in which they live has typically resulted in the price of the dwelling being
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discounted to a level that low income members can afford.”

Provide a copy of the

referenced EKPC study regarding LIHEAP assistance.
Refer to Exhibit 7a in the Application, at page 15, Strategy 6A2.

12.

How

many homes participated in the Button-Up pilot program in 2010?
13.

Refer to Exhibit 7a in the Application, at page 16, Strategy 6A3. Results

from the 2009 Button-Up pilot program showed an average reduction of 8,389 BTUs per
house and 2.45

kW reduction per house at an average cost of $1,810 per house.

a.

Explain how the 8,389 BTUs per house was determined. Show all

b.

Explain how the 2.45 kW per house was determined.

c.

Explain how the $j ,810 cost per house was determined and what

calculations.
Show all

calcuiations.

rnakes up those costs. Show all calculations.
14.

Refer to Exhibit 7a, page 18, of the Application.

Describe how Owen is

upgrading its SCADA system and enhancing its communication and network capacity
and reliability.
15.

Refer to Exhibit 7a of the Application, at page 19, Strategies 6D1 & 6D2,

which state that a task force that was developed in August 2009 hired a consultant who
prepared a cost-of-service and rate study based upon a 2009 test year. The results are
presently being used to determine how to restructure rates in 2012. In the current case,
Owen’s request is for a revenue-neutral rate design for its Farm and Home and Small
Commercial classes beginning in 201 1. Explain what Owen’s plans are in 201 2 as to
restructuring its rates.
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16.

Provide separately the total numbers of Farm and Home and Small

Commercial customers that Owen estimates will experience increases in bills due to its
proposed changes in rate design.

17.

Refer to Exhibit 7b, page 5, of the Application. Owen proposes to offer

four optional rate schedules.
a.

If a customer opts for one of the three Time-of-Day rate schedules

or the inclining block rate schedule, the proposed tariffs require a one-year commitment.
Explain why the customer should not be allowed to switch to another rate at any time
based on his or her particular circumstances or changes in circumstances.

b.

Will a contract or agreement be required if a customer selects an

optional rate schedule? If yes, provide copies of all contracts or agreements required.
c.

If a customer switches to an optional rate which, due l o increases in

usage or for other reasons, becomes disadvantageous to the customer, explain whether
the customer is expected to initiate the contact with Owen to explore a more suitable
rate or if Owen expects to initiate contact with the customer.

18.

Refer to Exhibit 7d, page 3, of the Application. Owen describes how it will

inform customers to enable them to select the correct rate.

If a customer does not

choose an optional rate, explain whether Owen intends to have the customer default to
the standard Farm and Home or Small Commercial rate without exception.

19.

a.

For an average residential customer to be served under the

proposed Schedule I-B1-Farm

& Home-Time

of Day tariff, provide a comparison of

the customer’s bill under existing rates with the bill as it would be calculated under
Schedule I-B1. Show the effect of each current and proposed rate on the customer’s
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bill in sufficient detail to show the individual effect of each rate change as shown in the
tariff. Include all assumptions used in the calculation of the average customer’s bill.
b.

Provide the same analysis requested in part a. above using kWh

levels that might be experienced during a peak month.
20.

a.

For an average residential customer to be served under the

proposed Schedule l-B2-Farm

& Home-Time

of Day tariff, provide a comparison of

the customer’s bill under existing rates with the bill as it would be calculated under
Schedule 1-B2. Show the effect of each current and proposed rate on the customer’s
bill in sufficient detail to show the individual effect of each rate change a s s h o w n in the
tariff. inciude all assumptions used in the calculation of the average customer’s bill.
b.

Provide the same analysis requested in part a. above using kWh

levels that might be experienced during a peak month.
21.

a.

For an average residential customer to be served under the

proposed Schedule l-B3-Farm

& Home-Time

of Day tariff, provide a comparison of

the customer’s bill under existing rates with the bill as it would be calculated under
Schedule ?-B3. Show the effect of each current and proposed rate on the customer’s
bill in sufficient detail to show the individiial effect of each rate change as shown in the
tariff. Include all assumptions used in the calculation of the average customer’s bill.
b.

Provide the same analysis requested in part a. above using kWh

levels that might be experienced during a peak month.
22.

Provide in electronic format, all schedules in Exhibits 10 and 11 of the

Application, with all formulas unprotected and unlocked.
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23.

Owen’s current tariff includes a reconnect fee of $30.00.

Explain

whether, due to the increased monthly customer charge, low-usage Q I seasonal
customers may choose to disconnect during periods of

nge

low or no

reconnect

and

when service is needed.

Frankfort, Kentucky 40602

DATED

-___

cc: Parties of Record
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Affiant, James Adkins, states that the answers given by her to the foregoing questions are
true and correct to the best of her knowledge and belief.

c

James Adkins

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the affiant, James Adkin, this
day of July, 201 1.

State-at-Large
My Commission expires

eqdaigJo/5

.

$andJ

Affiant, Mary E Purvis, states that the answers given by her to the foregoing questions
are true and correct to the best of her knowledge and belief.

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the affiant, Mary E Purvis, this
day of July, 201 1.

--

Notary
State-at-Large

My Commission expires

42015
.-

.

a n d -- .

Affiant, Mark A Stallons, states that the answers given by her to the foregoing questions
are true and correct to the best of her knowledge and belief.

Mark A Stallons

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the affiant, Mark A Stallons, this

4 2 day ~of July, 201 1.

State-at-Large
My Commission expires

&2?d!i4(do/5

.

Affiant, Michael Cobb, states that the answers given by her to the foregoing questions are
true and correct to the best of her knowledge and belief.

Michael Cobb

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the affiant, Michael Cobb, this
day of July, 201 1.

State-at-Large
My Comiission expires

U I L C. I ~ ~ ~ ~

AaQh

Affiant, Rebecca Witt, states that the answers given by her to the foregoing questions are

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the affiant, Rebecca Witt, this
day of July, 20 11.

ad$&

d A1cbW

State-at-Large
My Commission expires

@,diG/0/5

.
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Witness: Mary E. Purvs
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
Provide the following information in a comparative format:
a.

Question:

Average monthly residential usage for each month of the test year. Using these average
usage levels, provide the average bill for each month for the Farm and Home class using
the present rates and the proposed rates. Based on these same monthly averages, for
each year from 201 1 through 2015, show the effect upon the average monthly bill of the
proposed increase in the customer charge, along with the corresponding decrease in the
energy charge.
a.

Response:
See attached

b.

Question:

Provide the information requested in part a. of this request for an average residential
non-space heating customer.
b.

Response:

See attached
c.

Question:

Provide the information requested in part a. of this request for an average residential
space heating customer.
c.

Response:

See attached

Item No I
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
d.

Question:

Based on the information provided in response to parts a. through c. of this request,
provide a narrative discussion of any conclusions that could be made, including whether
the proposed change in rates could encourage or discourage usage.
d.

Response:

Based on the information, the proposed change in rates does not encourage or
discourage usage, it is revenue neutral. The rate allows for Owen Electric Cooperative
(“Owen”) to take a proactive and aggressive stance in encouraging and developing
efficiency programs while maintaining financial stability and providing the member the
opportunity to manage their total bill.

O W E N ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO. 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF'S FIRST D A T A REQUEST

Item-1
Paged:
of,j
Witness: M a r y E. Purvis

Average Monthly Bill

Jan
Feb
Mar
APr
May
Jun
Jul
Aw
SeP
OCt

Nov
Dec
Annual

AVPUsage
1,618
1,227
1,040
877
838
1,071.
1,027
1,13 5

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
875 $
861 $
1,011 $
1,562 $
$

Present
1.64.63
127.59
109.91
94.39
90.76
112.83
108.67
118.92
94.25
92.93
107.09
159.34
1,381.32

2011
$
162.86
$
127.15
$
110.09
$
95.13
$
91.63
$
112.91
$
108.89
$
118.78
$
94.99
$
93.72
$
107.38
$
157.76
$ 1,381.29

2012
$
161.67
$
126.85
$
110.22
$
95.63
$
92.21
$
112.97
$
109.05
$
118.69
$
95.50
$
94.26
$
107.57
$
156.70
$ 1,381.33

Proposed

2013
$
160.47
$
126.54
$
110.34
$
96.12
$
92.79
$
113.01
$
109.20
$
118.59
$
95.99
$
94.79
$
107.76
$
155.63
$ 1,381.23

-

2014
$
159.28
$
126.24
$
110.46
$
96.63
$
93.38
$
113.07
$
109.36
$
118.50
$
96.50
$
95.32
$
107.95
$
154.57
$ 1,381.26

2015
$
158.09
$
125.94
$
110.59
$
97.13
$
93.97
$
113.13
$
109.52
$
118.42
$
97.00
$
95.86
$
108.15
$
153.50
$ 1,381.30
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO. 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF'S FIRST DATA REQUEST

Jan
Feb
Mar
APr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
SeP
Oct
Nov
Dec
Annual

Avg Usage
1,581
1,199
1,017
8 57
8 19
1,047
1,004
1,110
855
842
988
1,527

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Average Residential Non Space Heating
Proaosed
Present
2011
2013
2012
161.17 $
159.53 $
158.42 $
157.30
124.97 $
124.62 $
1.24.38 $
124.13
107.68 $
107.95 $
1.08.13 $
108.30
92.52 $
93.32 $
93.87 $
94.41
88.97 $
89.90 $
90.53 $
91.15
110.54 $
110.70 $
110.81 $
110.92
106.47 $
106.78 $
106.99 $
107.19
116.44 $
116.41 $
116.37
116.49 $
92.38 $
93.1.9 $
93.74 $
94.28
93.10
91.95 $
92.53 $
91.09 $
1.04.93$
105.29 $
105.54 $
105.78
156.00 $
154.54 $
153.56 $
152.57
1,353.22 $ 1.354.20 $ 1,354.90 $ 1,355.49

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2014
-

2015
-

156.20 $
123.90 $
108.48 $
94.95 $
91.78 $
1.11.03 $
107.40 $
116.34 $
94.83 $
93.68 $
106.02 $
151.59 $
1,356.19 $

1.55.09
123.67
108.66
95.50
92.42
111.14
107.61
116.31
95.38
94.26
206.27
150.61
1,356.90

<
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO. 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF'S FIRST DATA REQUEST

Avg Usape
Jan
Feb
Mar
APr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
SeP
Oct
Nov
Dec
Annual

1,554
1,179
999
842
805
1,029
987
1,091
841
827
971
1,500

Present

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

158.58
123.00
106.01
91.11
87.62
108.82
104.82
114.67
90.97
89.71
103.31
153.50
1,332.13

-

-

2011
2012
$
157.02 $
155.98
$
122.72 $
122.53
$
106.34 $
106.56
$
91.97 $
92.55
$
88-60 $
89.26
$
109.04 $
109.20
$
105.19 $
105.44
$
114.68 $
114.70
$
91.83 $
92.42
$
90.61 $
91.23
$
103.73 $
104.01
$
152.13 $
151.21
$ 1,333.86 $ 1,335.08

2013
$
154.92
$
122.33
$
106.77
$
93.12
$
89.92
$
109.34
$
105.68
$
114.70
$
92.99
$
91.83
$
104.29
$
150.27
$ 1,336.17

2014
$
153.88
$
122.14
$
106.99
$
93.70
$
90.58
$
109.50
$
105.93
$
114.71
$
93.57
$
92.45
$
104.58
$
149.35
$ 1,337.39

2015
$
152.84
$
121.96
$
107.21
$
94.28
$
91.25
$
109.65
$
106.18
$
114.73
$
94.16
$
93.06
$
104.87
$
148.43
$ 1,338.60
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
Provide the following information in a comparative format:
a.

Question:

Average monthly commercial usage for each month of the test year. Using these average
usage levels, provide the average bill for each month for the Small Commercial class using
the present rates and the proposed rates. Based on these same monthly averages, for
each year from 201 1 through 2014, show the effect upon the average monthly bill of the
proposed increase in the customer charge, along with the corresponding decrease in the
energy charge.
a.

Response:

See attached
b.

Question:

For the test year, provide the lowest 12-month average usage by a single commercial
customer.
b.

Response:

Lowest 12 month average usage by a SCOMM:
C.

82.08 kWh

Question:

For the test year, provide the highest 12-month average usage by a single commercial
customer.
C.

Response:

Highest 12 month average usage by a SCOMM:

31,008.33 kWh

Item No 2
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
d.

Question:

Using the information provided in response to parts a. through c. of this request, provide a
narrative discussion of any conclusions that could be made, including whether the
proposed change in rates could encourage or discourage usage since customers under the
Small Commercial tariff have no other rate options.
d.

Response:

Based on the information, the proposed change in rates does not encourage or
discourage usage, it is revenue neutral. The rate allows for Owen Electric Cooperative
(“Owen”) to take a proactive and aggressive stance in encouraging and developing
efficiency programs while maintaining financial stability and providing the member the
opportunity to manage their total bill.

Item N o 2

Page
CASE NO. 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF'S FIRST DATA REQUEST

Average Monthly Bill

Jan
Feb
Mar
APr
May
Jun

Jul
Aug
SeP

Od
N ov

Dec
Annual

Ava Usaae
1,855
1,464
1,476
1,414
1,654
1,997
1,945
2,074
1,761

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
1,524 $
1,420 $
1,741 $
$

Present
189.20
152.07
153.21
147.36
170.06
202.65
197.73
209.88
180.21
157.82
147.96
178.38
2,086.53

Proposed

2011
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

189.12
153.41
154.51
148.89
170.71
202.05
197.32
209.01
180.47
158.94
149.46
178.72
2,092.61

2013

2012

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

189.06
154.42
155.48
150.03
171.20
201.60
197.01
208.35
180.67
159.78
150.59
178.97
2,097.16

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
160.63 $
151.71 $
179.22 $
2,101.72 $
189.00
155.43
156.46
151.17
171.69
201.15
196.70
207.70
180.87

2014
188.93
156.43
157.43
152.31
172.18
200.70
196.40
207.04
181.06
161.47
152.84
179.47
2,106.27

Item No 3
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
Refer to Exhibit 2 of the Application, pages 4-7.
a.

Question:

For schedules

1-Bl, 1-B2, and 1-B3, explain how the Schedule of

Hours including Months, Days, On-Peak Hours and Off-peak Hours for each rate was
determined. Include with the explanation all calculations performed and supporting
documents used in making the determinations.
a.

Response:
For Schedule 1-Bl, the on-peak hours, off-peak hours, and months of the year are

the same as those for East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. (“EKPC”), Owen’s
wholesale power supplier, with one exception, Owen’s proposed hours are for weekdays
only while EKPC’s hours are the same for weekdays and weekends. Owen’s weekends
are considered to be off-peak.
For Schedule 1-B2,the on-peak hours, off-peak hours, the months of the
year are the same as those for EKPC. The only difference in this rate from l-B1 is that
weekends in 1-B2 do have some on-peak hours.
For Schedule 1-B3, the months are the same as EKPC’s months. All
other segments of this rate are different. Owen wished to offer a time-of-day (“TOD”) rate
which contained a shoulder period with a rate between the off-peak rate and the on-peak
rate. The on-peak hours are based on EKPC’s on-peak hours and the off-peak hours in
this schedule are based on EKPC’s off-peak hours. Owen’s purpose is to offer a variety of
TOD rates that may apply to various life styles.

Item No 3
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Witness: Jim Adkins
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

b.

Question:
For schedule 1-D Farm and Home Inclining Block, explain how the

energy charge block increments 0-300 kWh, 301-500 kWh, and Over 500 kWh were
selected. Include in the explanation all calculations and workpapers necessary to
justifL the block increments selected.
b.

Response:
The block increments were developed somewhat on the basis of judgment and are

consistent with the block increments in the inclining block tariff of Grayson RECC. A
billing frequency analysis has been used in the development of these increments also.
Attached are a graph of the billing frequency analysis for the residential class as a whole
and another graph for monthly usage from 0 to 1,000 kWh. Approximately twenty-five
percent of the residential customers have a monthly usage of 500 kWh with 2.7% of the
energy consumption is below and another fifteen percent of the customers have monthly
usage between 500 and 800 kWh with 6.25% of the energy consumption..
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Item No 4
Page 1 of 1
Witness: Jim Adkins
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

Question:
Refer to Item 5, page 2, of the Application. Owen states that the rate
design adjustments were designed to be rate-neutral. Owen further states that the
five- year period within which it proposes to align the member charge with Owen’s
fixed cost minimizes the financial impact to individual members within each rate class.
Describe the financial impact upon individual members to which Owen refers.

Response:
Respondent does not see the above information in Item 5 of the application.
However, it is Owen’s intent over a five year period to better align its rate design with the
cost to serve. The use of a five year period will allow for a gradual change in rate design
for the residential class as Owen aligns costs and rates. This approach will help to
minimize the annual impact upon the members.

Exhibit 9 in the Application

demonstrates the impact of the annual change in rate design upon the members of the
residential class at various usage levels.

Item No 5
Page 1 of I
Witness: Rebecca Witt
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
Question:
Refer to Item 7, page 3, of the Application. In response to question 1 1 ,
Owen states that the twelve months ended December 31 , 2009 was selected as the test
year. Explain why this test year was chosen, given that more recent data is available.
Response:
Calendar year 2009 was chosen as the test year for several reasons. A primary
reason for its selection was that 2009 was the test year that East Kentucky Power
Cooperative (“EKPC”) used in their Rate Design Study. By using this test year, Owen
was able to utilize some of the data developed during that process. Additionally, the
development of this application was initiated in early 2010,for an anticipated filing in the
April, 2010. If the case had been filed when originally anticipated, using a calendar year

2009 would have provided the most recent data at Owen’s disposal. The rate application
filing was delayed for several months to allow Owen the time to more fully develop the rate
offerings that are a part of this filing. The rate design contained in the case has taken
considerable time to process, educate, and finalize with Owen’s Board of Directors and
management personnel. Many alternative rate designs were reviewed and alternative
programs analyzed. One major consideration in Owen’s process was to insure that
current technology and metering could handle the optional rates that were being
developed. If Owen had selected a more recent test year, it most likely would have had to
delay the filing of this application until a later date. Given that Owen is not requesting any
additional revenue, as a part of this application, the utilization of a more current test period
would not change the requests made in the case in any material way.

Item No 6
Page Iof 1
Witness: Rebecca Witt
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

Question:
Refer to Exhibit 7a, page 2, of the Application. Explain whether Owen
anticipates the need for a base rate increase during the next five years and, if so,
whether the rate increase will be assigned entirely to the customer charge.
Response:
At this tim Owen ha no plans to file for an incre

in b

rates. If Owen finds

that during the next five years an increase in base rates is necessary, it will conduct a Cost
of Service Study and will base the rate design component of the filing on the results of that
study.

Item No 7
Page 1 of 18
Witness: Mark Stallons
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPEMTIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

Question:
Refer to Exhibit 7a, page 4, of the Application. Provide a copy of the
Energy Efficiency & Demand Response Task Force report which includes and
discusses the “road map outlining how rural electric cooperatives can expeditiously
promote a culture of energy innovation including energy conservation, energy efficiency,
and demand response.”
Response:
See attached

February 2009

Rural Electric Mamgement Development CounnciP
Energy Pnnovation Task Force

J

In early 2008, the Rural Electric Management Development Council (REMDC) created a task
force of inember cooperatives to examine energy efficiency and its implementation throughout
the cooperative network. REMDC, created in 1958, explores ways to improve the effectiveness
of management at rural electric systems. REMDC inembers are granted membership by being
able to demonstrate that they practice modern management, and share their successes and
failures with others. Member systems range in size fi-om fewer than 5,000 members to systems
with over 150,000 members. All REMDC members are also members of NRECA.
The task force first met in June 2008 and convened either in person or via Web conference
during the next six months with the hope of developing consensus to clarify energy efficiency
objectives for electric cooperatives and to move.forward. Part of that progress is development
and acceptance of a philosophy called Energy Innovation (defined later) for NRECA to utilize
and expand upon in educating the cooperative network. Deliberations fi-om those meetings
resulted in this white paper: “The Energy Innovation Paradigm.” Readers will see a c o m o n
theme suggesting that true success can’t be achieved unless a philosophy is adopted prior to the
secondary, yet important, step of investing dollars into implementing solutions.
The white paper serves as the vision for a collaborative undertaking by the cooperative network.
With NRECA’s adoption of the Energy Innovation philosophy, action items can be developed,
shared and resolved by the entire cooperative network. Without NRECA’s member cooperative
support, the vision’s success would likely be unrealized, or, at best, only marginally effective.
Immense industry challenges require cooperatives to explore every realistic opportunity to
incorporate energy efficiency/conservation/deinand side manageinent/distributed generation into
the power supply equation. Adding pressure to those challenges is an increased consumer desire
for innovative solutions fi-om the utility/cooperative industry.
Embracing a philosophy required the task force to define what energy efficiency loolcs like-on
both the supply and demand sides. Among members within the cooperative network, there can be
misinterpretation and confusion with terms associated with energy efficiency, demand side
management, demand response and conservation. To arrive at a starting point, the task force
established consensus on a four-legged platform defined as Energy Innovation, with each leg
explained as:
0
g:,,sewaticbn-changirig
behavior to reduce energy use
Energy Efficiency-reducing energy use without changing behavior
0
Demand Response-shifting energy use to different times
0
Distributed Resources-generation on the distribution side rather than the supply side
The task force arrived at 10 points that make a case for cooperatives to support Energy
Innovation :
1) Innovation is a core value
2) Member-consumers want innovation and solutions (and want them to be affordable)
3) Cost of new generation is high as compared with the past
4) Generation fuel costs are increasing

5 ) Clean coal solutions are delayed
6 ) Nuclear energy is a long-teim, but necessary, solution
7) Natural gas is a volatile commodity
8) Member-consumers want a way to control the price they pay
9) Carbodclimate legislation is imminent
10) Communications opportunity exists

The case for Energy Innovation requires cooperatives to remain in control of their own future. At
some point, cooperatives might not have a choice in whether or not to implement Energy
Innovation, so efforts should be made now that give cooperatives inore control in how Energy
Innovation should be achieved. Members and lawinalters might be nearing a point where they
expect it, and in some cases they already do. Where $4 gas was a saturation point that led to
behavioral changes in driving habits and in purchasing more efficient vehicles, brownouts and
blackouts might serve as the electric utility industry's saturation point. By then, it's too late for
imrnediate and long-lasting solutions. The industry's challenges for meeting growing demand,
stagnant generation and environmental issues warrant inore than band-aid responses.
Many consumers feel powerless in their ability to control their energy costs. Cooperatives need
to educate and empower members to be wise users of energy. Taking a proactive approach to
marketing Energy Innovation will surely fend off criticism by uninformed lawmakers and
regulators who rnight seek unrealistic mandates.
The Energy Innovation philosophy encourages consuiners to alter their insatiable appetites to
use/consume all products/resources with little concern for future resource availability. Many of
today's younger generations have never experienced such an uncertain period, where resources
were not abundant-especially in regard to electric power.
Consideration should be given to rate structure and marketing philosophy in an era ofEnergy
Innovation. Distribution cooperatives have always marketed electricity to increase kWh sales. To
move to a new consumer paradigm, cooperatives need to change how they operate and consider
new ways to develop revenue streams. Distribution cooperatives provide a service and should not
have to worry about recouping costs through energy sales. Energy Innovation could cause
reduced sales arid negatively impact a distribution cooperative's financial situation. Therefore, it
will be vital for distribution cooperatives to work even inore closely with their G&Ts on rates
and technology to send the proper signals to their members.
Once cooperatives understand and support the philosophy, only then can true success be found in
the investments in Energy Innovation technologies and other creative measures. Part of that
philosophy requires a shift in focus. Cooperatives invest hundreds of millions of dollars in new
plants based on assumptions. Shouldn't cooperatives invest a fraction of that on Energy
Innovation utilizing similar decision-making processes? The cooperative network should build
the financial rigor to evaluate Energy Innovation options to campare with traditional supply side
options. Each part of the country has different circumstances, which affect the financial
attractiveness of energy innovation when compared with building or buying additional capacity.
In many cases, Energy Innovation has minimal risk and is socially and politically palatable,
especially because of the new paradigm that makes building new plants so difficult.

It is necessary to quantify Energy Innovation solutions as they are implemented to ensure they
meet the expected outcomes. With the iinpleinentation of Energy Innovation solutions as part of
the power supply portfolio, it will be necessary to study potential MWh savings and compare
thein against the supply-side costs. Performance should not be measured on how much was spent
alone, but on the Energy Innovation solution’s impact at the consumer, distribution cooperative
and G&T levels. It will be important to establish these inetrics so G&Ts and distribution
cooperatives alike will be able to implement cost-effective solutions for their specific situations.
Distributed generation (DG) technologies are becoming more attractive as their costs become
more affordable. Cooperatives rnust be positioned to accept this reality as supply-side costs
continue to increase. Cooperatives need to determine how to incorporate DG into their business
model as a revenue-gainer. Dismissing DG altogether is more threatening to a distribution
cooperative than seeking ways to ernbrace it as one of the four legs of Energy Innovation.
Historically, cooperatives have been effective at “cooperatively” working together toward
consumer education. Cooperatives must realize the same success in promoting Energy
Innovation as they have in coinrnunicating the cooperative difference. Politically, it’s essential
for the industry to show it has been proactive in adopting the four tenets of Energy Innovation.
N E C A should take the lead on coordinating national coimnunications messaging and education
regarding Energy Innovation.

It seems ironic that of all the theories that abound for shoring up the nation’s overburdened
electric grids and reigning in power costs, the one “buzz” that is still being viewed with the
greatest skepticism by many within the electric cooperative network is the one that carries the
fewest economic risks and the greatest potential for shedding demand and bolstering capacity.
That buzz is energy efficiency.
Many cooperatives, at least until recently, have been reticent to consider any new delivery
strategy that seemed counterintuitive to the traditional primer of success-growing load. But
mounting economic pressures within today’s energy sector are forcing the industry to reconsider
the conventional operational paradigm that has steered it for decades. Some G&Ts have
discomfort with Energy Innovation as it is viewed as a supply-side resource “capacity” option
that cannot be depended upon. We challenge G&Ts to treat Energy Innovation gains on a par
basis with traditional supply-side generation resources. Rigorous evaluation of costs associated
with energy innovation opportunities must be compared with the costs of building or buying
additional capacity. Many distribution systems view Energy Innovation as a threat likely to
impact growth to the extent of negatively impacting revenues to cover distribution costs. Best
Energy Innovation practices suggest a reduction in the rate of growth, not negative growth. And
while the cooperative network has joined the effort to seek solutions to present energy issues, to
some extent cooperatives have fallen under the same crippling paralysis afflicting the bulk of the
energy sector; a tendency to hold individual and regional bias above a national initiative to make
some positive and far-reaching changes in conventional delivery and marketing philosophies. It
is important to note that today’s challenges aren’t the same as those faced by our nation in the
1970s, and conventional marketing and delivery strategies applied then don’t seem plausible
now.
Promoting the need to incorporate Energy Innovation as a tenet of everyday life in today’s
America is just now starting to resonate with industry leaders and consumers, alike. The seed has
been set for change, but turning it into a viable crop across the national cooperative network and
ainong the members they serve has been slowed to a large extent by the continuing challenge to
develop a clear conserisus for what energy efficiency truly entails-its method, its scope, its
costs, and its inherent value to every player in the energy stream, froin the G&T cooperative to
the distribution cooperative, and then finally to the consumer. Simply stated, Energy Innovation
represents the best efforts to “waste less electricity.”
It seems imperative, given the iininense challenges facing the electric industry today, that
cooperatives must now explore every genuine and realistic opportunity to incorporate Energy
Innovation into their operations and coininunications efforts. Electric cooperatives must define
what Energy Innovation looks like-on both the supply-side and the demand-side-and then
determine where it can be merged, adopted internally and externally and then promoted
aggressively as the natural trinity that should encompass an honest cooperative business modelall the way down the line fi-oin the generator to the consumer. Finally, in the spirit of the
cooperative business model, and every cooperative’s moral obligation to adhere to cooperative
principles, cooperatives should feel obligated to find coinpromise in the development arid
promotion of national programs that benefit every member across the nation-programs that

shift our national culture toward energy efficient practices and away from the conventional “use
all you want-we’ll make more” paradigm, and programs that ultimately demonstrate that
cooperatives are “loolting out for YOU.” Electric cooperatives can lead the industry and the nation
in finding solutions to today’s energy crisis only by first developing the courage to fail in that
effort. Developing a comprehensive national Energy Innovation program is the first credible step
toward that leadership role-a role that answers our nation’s emerging cry for answers and help,
and one that challenges every consumer (not only cooperative members) to adopt new
management philosophies in their energy use.
Arriving at a cmsensus on an energy efficiency/conservation philosophy is an immediate need.
However, this task force has endeavored to fiilfill an initial requirement of defining efficiency,
conservation and demand response. For the purpose of this report, they will fall under the
umbrella of “Energy Innovation” and are defined as follows:
Energy Innovation
Conservation-changing behavior to reduce energy use
Energy Efficiency-reducing energy use without changing behavior
0
Demand Response-shifting energy use to different times
e
Distributed Resources-generation on the distribution side rather than the supply side
Q)

Q

While these definitions could be considered over-simplified, the task force feels that they serve
the purpose of keeping all cooperatives on the same page. Locally, each cooperative has the
freedoin to massage their messages to suit their respective memberships.

It’s becoming increasingly apparent that a dire need exists to develop a culture of Energy
Innovation throughout the country. This committee acknowledges the inany challenges of
creating an Energy Innovation culture, but is taking steps to overcome them.
The U.S. culture today has become one of abundance and plenty, where waste and inefficiency
have become tolerated. The attitude is obvious in that despite the constant rise in energy costs,
consumers have continued to use electric power at the same, if not greater, level. Larger homes
and more electric-powered technologies have offset or surpassed inuch of the headway that
minimal conservation efforts have made to date. Simply put, demand for electricity continues to
grow even with some conservation efforts. The same applies for natural gas. As for gasoline,
only when it reached $4/gallon did consumers arrive at their saturation point and begin making
behavioral changes in their driving habits and in purchasing more efficient vehicles.

How do we keep members from feekifig t h t a “trigger”for electric eaergy prices
has occurred/or been established with the cooperatives?
Older generations who have weathered tough times have become accustomed to a more
“comfortable” lifestyle and all of the electric amenities around them. Some in this demographic

segment can afford higher prices and are not forced to conserve for affordability, while others
expect government agencies (or some other organization) to came to their rescue with
entitlement programs. And still others within this demographic, leading modest lives, simply
have a difficult time getting by each day.
Lead by Example
If electric cooperatives are going to ask their members to change their behavior to be more
energy efficient, cooperatives must do everything they can to operate efficiently and be energy
efficient. We’re seeking to convey the message that we are doing everything we know how to do
to keep rates as low as possible. Cooperatives cannot tell consumers (our members) that they
must take control over their usage levels to reduce the impact of rising costs if the cooperatives
aren’t practicing that philosophy internally. It would be difficult to maintain our current
consumer confidence level (ACSI) by telling members cooperatives are “looking out for them,”
without supporting that claim through actions.
Leading by example will require a focused education effort to ensure that boards of directors and
employees are capable of cornmunicating how their respective cooperative “walks the walk.”
Some of this can be achieved through NRECA’s regional meetings, as well as by statewide
associations. However, the lion’s share of the training would be required at each distribution
cooperative.

No Bad Words
An initial issue that should be dealt with is to establish “energy conservation” or “energy
efficiency” as acceptable ‘”words,” as opposed to “industry profanity.” Electric cooperatives need
to look beyond this issue if they are to create progress in doing what they were created to doserve member-consumers. By accepting that the practices of efficiency and conservation are
essential to meet the needs of the members, cooperatives can lead the rest of the industry to
embrace energy efficiency and conservation. Defining them as Energy Innovation could go a
long way toward acceptance of either efficiency or conservation by eliminating the kiitless
debate on nomenclature.
One of the more critical matters to overcome as cooperatives move toward a culture of Energy
Innovation is to eliminate the culture created by the utility industry of yesterday, where
consumers were encouraged to increase electric consumption and the industry would build
additional capacity. Eliminating this mindset will create a foundation for a new consumer
paradigm. Education and communication will be essential parts of this effort.

To change consumer culture, the three causations of change should be considered: education,
pricing and legislative. Each of these has different levels of effectiveness and different levels o f
consumer freedom.

Consumers’ insatiable appetite to use/consume all products/resources with little concern over
personal financial risk is clearly evident in how they use electricity. Only recently have
American consumers taken a harder look at their electricity consumption practices. Many of

today’s younger generations have never experienced a period where resources were not
abundant, such as with the electric supply problems of the early 1970s and early 1980s.
Conservation is a foreign concept to them. Additionally, the Department of Energy’s Energy Star
program wasn’t created until 1992 and did not become a branded energy efficiency purchasing
and consumer information mechanism until the early 2000s. Energy Innovation promotion is still
in its infancy.
Utilities today are quick to promote energy efficient practices (especially at the residential level)
that “reduce energy costs.” Due to the pace of rising energy costs, this cormnunications approach
is misleading. For instance, consuiners at one electric cooperative paid $0.10 per kWh in May
2007, but in July 2008 the cost was $0.13 kwh. The efficiency and conservation pace is being
left in the dust by the pace of rising power costs.
If Energy Innovation programs are implemented, consumers must be educated that this doesn’t
mean they can use more electricity without impact. For example, if a consumer opts for a utilitysponsored switch on his water heater, he needs to be made aware that he should not use other
energy-draining devices (e.g., electric ovens) during that same period of time, or the savings are
negated. Also, the economic value of Energy Innovation initiatives must not be just positioned
and communicated with consumers as a way to reduce bills. The real value of successful Energy
Innovation is the ability to reduce or delay the need for additional generation capacity which
translates into lower future wholesale rates-and thus lower total retail rates than otherwise
would have occurred.
d=orPzMzunicatiQns--4;bnsumersHold the Reins. Utilities Must Train Them
The key to changing consumer coiisumption behavior will, somewhat ironically, be the utilities.
They will be required to train consumers to be in control of their usage, which will play a role in
the direction the industry heads in meeting hture demand. The basis will be to educate
consumers that the cost of power will continually increase. Today’s generation supply and cost
scenario is not a blip. The communications portfolio should provide a clear message that states
consumers’ personal participation in Energy Innovation will be the most effective and expedient
way to lessen the pain of rising energy costs. Utilities, as sub.ject matter experts, should be
looked upon-and rightly so-to provide the information and some of the tools to change the
paradigm to one of more consumer involvement. Utilities, which today are promoting “reduced
bills,” must change the message to controlling costs and preserving resources -today and in the
future-through responsible consumption practices. The messages should be comrnunicated so
that consumers clearly understand they have a choice in how the rising costs and the rising
demand for power will affect them.

Climate
Since the inception of the distribution cooperatives, rates have been designed around electric
energy usage. 111addition, distribution cooperatives have always marketed electricity with the
objective being increased kilowatt-hour sales. This made sense during eras when the nation was
flush with generation facilities. With today’s climate of increasing demand while plant
construction is at a virtual crawl, cooperatives must look at progressive changes. If cooperatives

are going to drive the transition to a new consumer paradigm, they, too, will need to change how
they operate and how they navigate new revenue streams.
When we look at our current business model, most distribution cooperatives are providing a
service of electric distribution and should not be recouping costs through energy sales.
Therefore, a conflict exists between the purpose of the cooperative and their current rate
structure and marketing philosophies. As Energy Innovation practices become utilized,
distribution cooperatives must understand that the rate of their growth will be slowed, but it is
quite unlikely that even the most successhl Energy Innovation program would cause negative
growth.
Progressive Rate Design
The committee recognizes that it will be imperative that the consumer be given the responsibility
of making educated choices in terms of their electric usage. While the overall concept of the
distribution cooperative’s rate structure should focus on the cost of providing service, the rates
must allow for retail pricing signals that encourage educated electricity consumption. One
example of such a pricing structure is time-of-use energy rates. The corninittee feels strongly
that the distribution cooperatives must work with their respective generation and transmission
cooperatives (G&T) to establish rate structures that send the groper signals to encoarage the end
users to utilize electricity wisely, such as time-of-use rates.

Another concept is to overhaul the current distribution rate structure and eliminate the “X factor”
(kWh sales) entirely fi-om the financial cost recovery equation. For instance, cooperatives could
design fixed cost rates (often referred to as “flat” distributiodconsumer charge rates) that are not
dependent on kWh sales to produce the required revenue to run the distribution cooperative.
It’s important to understand that in a new consumer-driven electric utility paradigm, cooperatives
could ultimately have to implement rate increases on a more ffequent basis. However, the
industry has changed dramatically. In the past, the ratio of distribution costs to wholesale power
costs were in the 40-60 percent range. Today, that ratio is closer to 20 percent distribution and 80
percent wholesale power cost. Therefore, if a cooperative’s flat/consumer charge rate were
$LFO/mnonth and it had to raise rates by 5 percent every two years, its distribution rate would only
increase by a total $1 O/month over a 1 0-year period (In this scenario, rate increases would be a
maximum of 1-3 percent of the total bill.)“ If communicated effectively, member resentment
should be negligible since any percentage increase on the distribution portion will look very
small in coinparison with the total bill. Here’s why: pricing signals through time-of-use rates
actually help make the case for a flat/consurner charge rate with relatively fi-equent increases. If
consiimers shift their behavior to use power when it costs the least, they could reduce
consumption and their costs (their benefit) and reduce the peak (consumer and utility benefit).
While distribution cooperatives would be raising rates by 5 percent, offering consumers the
option of time-of-use could help lead to reduced consumption and levelized peaks leading to
lower overall power bills. Therefore, a 5 percent distribution rate increase could, through the
changing consumer behavior, actually lead to a 2,O percent reduction in, for example, a $100
monthly bill. In other words, cooperatives’ $2/rnonth increase every two years could save the
consumer $40/month.

Old Paradigm of Rewarding Usage Should be on the Decline
Many distribution cooperatives have declining block rates in their rate design as an incentive to
reward high usage with reduced rates; this method was based upon a time when generation was
easily available. With limited generation capacity, higher fuel costs, volatile market conditions
and growing transmission constraints, that paradigm is no longer warranted. As many members
have become accustomed to such rates, transitioning away could create a host of public relations
challenges, or hopefiilly, opportunities.

One could argue that economic development efforts are in clear misalignment with Energy
Innovation programs. Why attract new business and industry if Energy Innovation seeks to
reduce demand and electricity sales? The cooperative network already realizes that while their
efforts may have an impact on the locatioii of incremental business and industry, their efforts are
just one part of the considerations for business and industry looking to expand or locate. The
cooperative network should take the approach that whatever kind of load located in its territory,
efforts should be made to make sure the facility uses energy in the most efficient way.
Again, the task force looks fondly on the potential of redesigning distribution rates to eliminate
these declining block rate rewards. These rates conflict with the goal of creating an energy
efficient consumer. A flat distribution/consumer charge rate that is not dependent on k w h sales
should be designed to produce the required revenue to operate the cooperative.
Another option that is less attractive for a variety of reasons would be the implementation of an
“ascending” or “inclining” block rate. If consumers are to act like consumers, and invest time
and research into reducing their electricity usage, this option could certainly nudge them in that
direction. A price signal is an effective change causation while still offering the consumer some
fireedom. The pricing options offered by ascending block rates, however, do have less consumer
fireedom than time-of-use rates. The prospect of moving to this type of rate philosophy has the
potential to create volatility within cooperative board rooms. However, if the focus really is
“doing what is right for the membership,” directors and management should arrive at a
consensus that benefits the members cooperatives serve.
Keeping Competitive
There is some concern that implementing Energy Innovation prograins could have a negative
impact on rate competitiveness with neighboring IOUs and municipal systems. We would
suggest that the emphasis shift fi-om purely a lower rate message to consumers to a message of
available products and services to help control individual bills. Consumers only care about rates
to the extent it impacts bills, but consumers don’t pay rates; they pay bills. Many distribution
cooperatives in competitive wires areas have worked very hard over many years to build a
competitive edge that has led to numerous load victories in multiple-certified (competitive)
areas. While all sides of an issue should be examined, this concern may no longer be valid as
many IOUs and municipal systems are implementing or exploring the possibility of
implementing energy efficiency and demand-side management prograins as well. Further, many
IOUs and municipal systems are adding the cost of Energy Innovation programs to their rate
recovery. One solution could be the creation of flat distributiodconsumer charge rates that are
not dependent on ltWh sales to produce the required revenue to run the cooperative.

Energy Innovation will never negate the need to build new generation, but should be
incorporated into a G&T’s power supply portfolio. Further, any G&T contemplating building
additional capacity will need to demonstrate meaningful efforts with Energy Innovation to avoid
regulatory intervention, certificate of need delays, and consumer intervention. To implement
Energy Innovation, the G&Ts must explore possibilities to restructure their rate design.
Historically, G&T ratemaking is based on supply-side economics. Fixed assets generally make
up demand charges and helhariable costs generally make up energy charges. Energy
Innovation can have impact on both demand and energy, but not necessarily the same impact.
Distribution cooperatives must work with their G&Ts to determine what the impacts of energy
efficiency are on the demand and energy components, then adjust rates accordingly. Wholesale
rate structures should appropriately reflect how the G&T incurs costs and the appropriate
allocation between energy and demand. This appropriate allocation of costs at the wholesale
level will then direct retail rate design, sending the appropriate rate signal ultimately to the end
consumer. G&Ts may need to assist distribution systems in retail rate design by clearly
articulating how wholesale costs are incurred and how retail customers impact those costs.

To date, there are few G&Ts including Eiiergy hiovation as an active portion of their power
supply portfolio that could take a lead in the advancement of Energy Innovation as a viable
power supply portfolio option. Much of this probably steins out of a fear of falling into a death
spiral. If kWh sales are reduced, determining how to resolve debt service is paramount.
However, this position needs to be re-evaluated. G&Ts and their distribution systems must
become familiar and comfortable with evaluation tests that recognize the value of Energy
Innovation. Past benefit/cost tests have primarily been load-building in nature when G&Ts were
‘long’on capacity. With the costs for hture generation 011 the rise, different benefit/cost tests
like the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test need to be used to evaluate whether capacity gained
through innovation is cheaper than building or acquiring capacity. Also, traditional G&T
forecasting and integrated resource planning has not considered the effect of Energy Innovation
initiatives. Forecasting models should be modified to treat the gains through Energy Innovation
on a par basis with other traditional supply-side resources. Demand for electricity is growing.
Even with the most effective and progressive Energy Innovation solutions in place, demand in
this country will continue to increase. The supply-side mentality only examines supply-side
approaches, which means new power plant construction. Cooperatives invest hundreds of
millions of dollars in new plants based on assumptions. Shouldn’t cooperatives invest a fi-action
of that on Energy Innovation utilizing similar decision-making processes? Energy Innovation has
minimal risk and is socially and politically palatable, especially because of the new paradigm
that makes building new plants difficult. By accepting Energy Innovation as a means to mitigate
the impact of rising demand (it’s not going down), G&Ts may be able to avoid a substantial
amount of costly construction efforts. Plus, when G&Ts work together with distribution
cooperatives on Energy Innovation, it gives the cooperative network the best chance to maintain
customer satisfaction in an era of rising electricity costs.
It Must be kz Collaborative EfSort
Most G&Ts are exceptional at performing the generation and the transmission portion of their
business. As G&Ts look at Energy Innovation opportunities, they will create relationships with

organizations they may not have ever worked with before. Examples of those kinds of groups
include environmental groups, local and regional energy efficiency organizations and consumer
intervener groups.
G&Ts have various levels of familiarity with the distribution side of the business. Regardless of
the G&T's level of familiarity, G&Ts must take the lead role in working with their members to
effectively evaluate Energy Innovation opportunities. Similarly, distribution systems need to
understand how their G&T incurs costs and how opportunities to address those costs result in
cost-effective Energy Innovation programs. With pressing issues such as high fuel costs, lack of
generation capacity, lack of transmission capacity, pending environmental issues and market
conditions, demand-side solutions have to be reviewed ,selected, deployed and supported. This
will not happen until the cooperative program gains a consensus among G&Ts that they will play
a proactive role in working with distribution cooperatives to develop cost-effective demand-side
solutions. Implementing many of these prograins will require significant involvement and
leadership by the G&Ts. Ultimately, the G&T board can show true leadership by establishing
and supporting Energy Innovation policies that are quantifiable on a continual basis.

Providing consumers with pertinent data on a real-time basis is essential to enabling the
consumer to effectively and accurately improve their electric consumption and their conservation
culture. Current technology is growing in this area, but still needs krther development. When
Energy Innovation goals are set, measurement and verification of program effectiveness is
critical. Further, if capacity gains through Energy Innovation are treated as a traditional supply
side resource, the G&T must measure and confirm the relative capacity gains and adjust resource
forecasting accordingly. Distribution systems within a G&T network likely have different levels
and types of automated meter information (AMI) systems in place. The G&T-working in
callaboration with the distribution systems-needs to develop coordinated technology
integration on the comrnunications side, especially for demand response prograins. Affordable
technology must be developed and implemented that provides the consumer with real-time
information that allows them to make informed consumption decisions. For this to happen, the
consumer will need to know where the energy usage is occurring (eg. what applianceslequipment
are running, how much electricity they are using, and the current cost of the electricity). A
discussion that needs to take place is deterrnining who is to pay for this technology-consumers,
utilities, government? Regardless, cooperatives should take a leadership role through
partnerships, pilot programs, research, etc., to be better prepared when new technologies reach
the commercial market.
Information from smart meters may be an essential tool, especially in the near-tenn, for driving
consumers to be more involved in managing energy use. In-home display technologies need to
become more widely deployed and accepted. Smart appliances that have the means to cycle
ordoff remotely will play a major role. The creation of home energy 'gateways' whereby a
member can go to one computerized location and monitor their complete energy usage by
appliance, etc., will take in-home displays to the next level. Where do cooperatives fit in? They
will have to make, and sooner rather than later, the necessary adjustments to their physical

plants, IT capabilities and custoiner service to embrace these technologies. The Cooperative
Research Network (CRN) will surely play a large role in how electric, cooperatives develop and
deploy best-in-class technologies.

National Coordination Necessaiy for Success
It is a challenge to coinmunicate, implement and support energy innovation technology,
recognizing the many culturally and operationally diverse G&Ts and distribution cooperatives.
The task force explored several possibilities. To date, inany G&Ts and distribution cooperatives
have experience on staff to deal with energy efficiency. If we are to adopt a stronger Energy
Innovation perspective, G&Ts and distribution systems will need to add staff to manage these
initiatives. Another option is to ernbrace the “cooperative” approach and consider a national
organization (NREXA) to be lead coordinator and disseminator to educate the network. The task
force envisions that this organization could serve as:
*
Information/Culture Center
Clearinghouse for Energy Efficiency/Carbon credits
* Marketing
Measurement and Verification
0

0

An additional issue that needs to be addressed is measuring and verifying how Energy
Innovation mitigates the eEects of rising power casts and rising demand. It is necessary to
quantify Energy Innovation solutions as they are implemented to be able to ensure they meet the
expected outcames. If one accepts the premise that Energy Innovation is to be treated on a par
basis with other traditional supply-side resources, then appropriate measurement and verification
systems need to be in place to inonitor progress. The G&T should assume the lead role in the
measurement and verification (M&,V) process, not only for integrated resource planning
purposes but for political and regulatory reasons as well. Results fi-oin the measurement and
verification of specific Energy Innovation efforts need to be reviewed within the program models
developed in the early stage of Energy Innovation prograin development to veri@ expected
results and/or change design of the program.
The ability to measure the effectiveness of Energy Innovation is evolving, but is not as advanced
as needed to transition to a consumer-driven paradigm. If measures are implemented by the
utility (eg. in-home usage monitors, HVAC/water heater switches, etc.), measurement and
verification of energy reduction will need to be accurate. Consumer-driven conservation efforts
will not be verifiable unless methods can be implemented to encourage consumers to report what
measures they have implemented.
Obviously, cooperatives can compare historical consumption patterns against current usage, but
uncovering which Energy Innovation practices led to the lower consuinption will be a challenge.
Much of the solution lies in communications and educational efforts that spur consuiners to share
this information with their cooperative.
With the implementation of Energy Innovation solutions to the power supply portfolio, it will be

necessary to gain a thorough understanding on the cost per MWh saved to be able to compare
and benchmark against the supply-side costs. It will be important to establish these inetrics so
G&Ts and distribution cooperatives alike will be able to implement the most cost-“effective
solutions for their specific situations. An unknown organization must come to the forefi-ont
quickly to determine a costing method to place results fiom the demand side on the same metric
as the supply side. That information could possibly be derived e o m efforts by the Cooperative
Research Network, consultant studies and established program studies.
Some cooperatives currently have to report to their regulators annually about the Energy
Innovation implementations they have in place and what the benefits of those measures have
been. These efforts demonstrate that performance should not be measured on how much was
spent, but on the solutions’ impact at the consumer, distribution cooperative and G&T levels.

Historically, cooperatives have been effective at “cooperatively” working together toward
consumer education. Much of this can be attributed to Cooperative Principle #6 (Cooperation
among Cooperatives) and also to the wordinated efforts of NRECA and other cooperative
associations (NCBA, etc.).
Most cooperatives take advantage of similar messaging when distinguishing the cooperative
business model from that of their IOU and public power counterparts (e.g., not-for-profit,
member-owned, member-representation, capital credits, local, concern for community). Further,
many member education resources are available in national Web-based repositories (e.g.
cooperative.com and touchstoneenergy.coop), which leads to consistency throughout the
cooperative network. The Touchstone Energy Cooperatives branding initiative has also evolved
into an effective educational resource and is now incorporating Web-based energy efficiency
tools for consumers in addition to its energy efficiency communications and advertising
materials (e.g. Touchstone Energy Savers, Touchstone Energy Home, etc.). NRECA’s recent
“Our Energy, Our Future” cainpaign is a good example of how cooperatives and their members
can effectively reach out to lawmakers using a consistent voice.
Touchstone Energy’s 2007 Cooperative Difference Research shows that cooperatives have been
effective at touting their strengths. For example, 46 percent of cooperative members
acknowledge soine cooperative identity, whether they perceive themselves as a member,
member-owner, or an owner. However, only in recent years have electric cooperatives launched
energy efficiency education campaigns. It’s evident that the importance members place on using
energy efficiently is rising, with about 35 percent of members saying that using energy
efficiently is of great importance to them (see chart). More than 55 percent state affordable rates
as their first or second concern.
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As costs rise, thesc topics will liltcly become more important. Therefore, it would behoove
coopcrativcs to seek the same success in p-oiiioting Energy Itinovation as thcy have in
coiiiniuiiicatiiigthe cooperative dili’crencc.
While cooperatives are successful in comliiunicating the cooperative difference themes
consistently, is there too much “noisc” and are there too many disjointed communications themes
detracting fi-om the objective of “educating people about changing the utility paradigm to oiie of
more cotisuiiier iti~o1~etiietit?~
FLirther, many cooperatives are leading the industry in Energy
Innovation iiiitiatives and educational campaigns. However, outside of their locales, is anyone
aware? Do the lawinalters contacted by iiiembei.~in the “Our Energy, Our Future” call to action
know that their cooperative is leading a movement to get consumers to change their consumption
habits?
Cooperatives have provided added strength to the national thenies by localizing the messages.
For example, the “L,oolting Out For You” tagline is utilized by many cooperatives. The “Our
Energy, O~irFuture” campaign could evolve fi-om getting coiisuiiiers to be legislatively active to
a campaign that motivates behavioral change when it conies to electricity coiisuinption. Also, if
we desire lawmalters and policymatters to perceive “electric cooperative” when they hear or see
Touchstone Energy, the brand should work in concert with the “Our Energy, Our Future”
caiiipaigii. It sliould also support the Energy Star bt-ancling initiative.
NRECA, as tlic cooperatives’ national track association, must taltc the lcad o i i coordinating
iiatiotial coininunications messaging rcgartling Energy Innovation or success will be difficult to
capturc. It’s thc opinion of this coinlnittcc that one of the next message themes suppoi ling the
“Our Energy, OUIFuture” canipaign should center 0 1 1 the vcry issues outlined in this report:
getting coiisuiiicrs to rcalizc thcy have a role to play in energy conservation; getting Iawiiialtcrs

to realize that electric cooperatives are leading the way in energy efficiency/conservation/DR
initiatives; and getting the general public to realize that the issue of rising energy costs and
depleting resources is not going to be short-lived.
Individual cooperatives must understand that many Energy Innovation programs require
significant behavioral changes by its consumer-members. As an industry, electric utilities have
not been known as great marketing innovators. G&Ts and distribution system must build their
marketing capabilities to make Energy Innovation successful. Traditional distribution
cooperative communication methods will not ensure successful Energy Innovation participation.
Local distribution cooperative boards have the responsibility to support cooperative management
in its efforts to better build local marketing and coinmunication expertise.
Once marketing and communication plans have been developed, individual cooperatives will
localize the messaging, thus creating a consistent voice throughout the nation. It's also a wsteffective way to educate the media, the public and the various legislative bodies that
cooperatives are active in promoting energy efficiency.

An energy innovation gaining momentum-or at a minimum attracting a tremendous amount of
attention today-is distributed generation (DG). Whether on a large commercial scale or on an
individual's residence, DG technologies are becoining more financially attractive, and will llkely
become more mainstream in the not-too-distant future as power costs continue to increase. While
widespread distribution generation opportunities are not yet ready for prime time, it is a
technology that may become more and more attractive. Cooperatives must be positioned to
accept this reality. The cooperative network should position itself as an enabler for this
technology as it becomes more attractive and thus build on the cooperative's credibility with
consumers built over the years. This is essential not only for cooperatives to determine how to
blend it into their business model, but to capitalize on DG as a potential revenue stream (via
installation, maintenance, etc.).
Cooperatives need to ensure they are not seen as impediments to implementing DG. Dismissing
DG altogether is more threatening to a distribution cooperative than seeking ways to embrace it
as one of the four legs of energy innovation. Should cooperatives promote it? Cooperatives,
right now, should be the information source to educate members on the true payback. Further, it
is essential that members, the general public and policymakers understand that DG is not
restricted to renewable options, but that we einbrace other options as all of them have great
potential for scalable supply solutions at the distribution and G&T levels. Several progressive
cooperatives are planning DG symposiums for members.
As mentioned, G&T and distribution cooperatives need to allow interconnection of DG where
desired by members without creating undue hardships. Over the years, many cooperatives across
the nation have not desired interconnection due to the idea of net-metering. A potential solution
to this issue is installation of the flat/customer charge rate which forces net-metering only on the
power supply portion of the member's bill; therefore cooperatives do not have to subsidize the

DG installations by returning the distribution cost along with power cost. Cooperatives also
should be able to technically support the interconnection, but should be honest about the
economics.

With NRECA cooperatives’ support of an Energy Innovation paradigm, electric cooperatives can
demonstrate their leadership in meeting the industry challenges of the future. In so doing, they
will control much of the dialogue with legislators and regulators that is occurring regarding
efficiency requirements, clean coal technology, climate legislation, rising power costs and
consumer awareness.

e White Paper
The Energy Innovation Paradigm white paper was a collaborative effort of the Rural Electric
Management Development Council’s Energy Innovation Task Force and the G&T Managers
Association’s Technical Advisory Coimnittee Subcominittee on Energy Efficiency. The
information within this white paper was gleaned fi-oin numerous meetings and discussions,
including participation fi-om N E C A , CRN and Touchstone Energy staff The resulting white
paper is indicative of what can be accomplished by the cooperative network working together
and is intended to establish even greater collaboration fi-om the network as a starting point
toward meeting Energy Innovation objectives.
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CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF'S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
Question:
Refer to Exhibit 7a of the Application, page 5, answer 17. Owen states
that it is not reasonable to expect it to aggressively pursue energy innovation, energy
efficiency, and demand response programs when every reduction in sales has a
negative financial impact on Owen. Explain whether Owen agrees that, through a
Demand-Side Management ("DSMI') surcharge, it can recover all costs as well as lost
revenues resulting from Commission-authorized, cost-effective DSM programs.
Response:
We have identified several alternative methods that could be used to recover all DSM
costs as well as lost revenue. Possible methods include:
1. DSM Surcharge utilized by Kentucky investor owned utilities
2. Decoupling
3. Cost of service
4. Individually designed tariffs

The question is which method allows us to best serve our members and fits with our
cooperative business model. In our decision model we chose six criteria to evaluate
each methodology. The decision criteria used were: simplicity(S), transparency (T), cost
recovery (CR), flexibility (F), and regulatory approval (R), and equity (E). Each method
was rated from 1-5 with 1 being low and 5 being high.
Methods

S

I

CR

E

R

E

Total

DSM

3

3

4

2

5

I

18

Decoupling

1

1

4

2

2

1

11

Cost of Service

5

5

4

4

4

5

27

Tariff

4

5

4

3

4

5

25
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We value a process that (1) is simple and easily implemented rather than complex; (2) is
transparent, easily understood and communicated thereby building trust with our
members; (3) recovers our costs and stabilizes our financial position in a declining sales
environment; (4) maintains flexibility allowing us to quickly adjust to members needs and
adopt new technology opportunities; ( 5 ) has a strong probability of regulatory approval;
and (6) equitably transfers cost of service energy savings and is fair to all of our members.
In summary we believe that a cost of service rates with a customer charge that adequately
covers our distribution costs is the best method for Owen Electric due to the its high
degree of simplicity, excellent transparency and understandability, adequate cost
recovery mechanism, high degree of flexibility and equity, and reasonable chance of
regulatory approval will best serve our members. We are willing to forego lost sales cost
recovery and high degree of regulatory approval associated with the DSM Surcharge
mechanism in order to gain the superior simplicity, transparency, and flexibility associated
with Cost of Service methodology. With a cost of service solution we have no need to
recover lost revenue and thereby will transfer all the cost of service energy savings to our
member. We believe that the cost of service method offers our members superior fairness
and equity than any other cost recovery method because it allocates costs accurately
thereby removing cross subsidies and inequity in rates between members.

Item No 9
Page 1 of 1
Witness: Mark Stallons
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
Question:
Refer to Exhibit 7a of the Application, page 5 , answerl8, wherein Owen
begins its explanation of the throughput incentive. Explain whether Owen agrees that,
as long as the energy charge exceeds the cost to purchase and transmit power to the
member, a throughput incentive still exists.
Response:
Owen Electric believes that if the customer charge is less than Owen’s full
distribution costs to serve the member then a throughput incentive exists.

Item No 10
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
Question:
Refer to Exhibit 7a, pages 6-8, of the Application. The testimony explains
the advantages to the utility of mitigating the throughput incentive. However, a lower
energy charge can also lower the incentive for customers to spend money to implement
energy conservation, DSM and energy-efficiency programs. If its goal is to expand
customer participation in such programs while minimizing its related negative financial
impacts, explain how Owen believes this reduced customer incentive can be overcome.
Response:
Owen Electric believes that members do not choose to reduce energy usage
based on the energy charge, but instead look to the bottom line on the bill. If the total bill
is more than they are willing to pay then they make decisions to reduce energy usage in an
effort to reduce their bill. In our experience we have found that rate structure alone has a
minimal impact on members desire to change their behavior in regards to their energy
consumption. A great example of this fact is Owen’s existing time of day rate, even
though the rate has been available for approximately ten (IO) years, no residential
members have chosen the rate in lieu of our standard rate.
What we have learned is that we must segment our markets, we must innovate, create,
develop, test, survey, pilot, and then implement those tools, services, and products that
successfully help our members save energy and balance comfort and convenience within
their budget. We also recognize that this will require that the cooperative develop a
portfolio of tools, services, and products that address the different market segments within
our membership. The flexibility to fail forward and innovate, create, develop, test, survey,
and pilot potential tools is critical to successfully develop a diverse portfolio of tools,
services, and products that meet the energy efficiency, conservation, and demand
response needs of our members. Identifying barriers to success and developing ways to
overcome and mitigate those barriers is a characteristic that is crucial to succeed in this
endeavor. Our desire is to develop a relationship with our members where we are their
trusted consultant who enables and provides tools, services, and products that empower
our members to make wise energy choices.
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In addition to our existing services, potential future tools, services, and products include
the following:
1.

How $MART Kentucky on line bill financing

2.

Prepay metering

3.

Smart Home with TOD or Critical Peak Pricing

4.

Beat the Peak with Critical Peak Pricing

5.

OPower mailing

The key to the cooperative launching these tools, services, and products as well as many
other initiatives yet to be created, is dependent on the pace of the technology developing
that enables these tools to be implemented and the removal of the cooperatives financial
disincentive. The first step in Owen’s effort is to restructure our rates to in effect make us
sales indifferent. It is Owen’s position that the cost of service method best fits the
cooperative structure and mitigates the financial disincentive presently constraining
cooperatives from aggressively moving forward in this critical effort.

Item No 11
Page 1 of 3
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
Question:
Refer to Exhibit 7a of the Application, page 9, answer 25, wherein Owen
discusses whether a lower customer charge combined with a higher energy charge
would benefit fixed-and low-income members. From 2008 through 2010, members
who receive LIHEAP assistance used an average of 1,609 kWh per month, while the
remaining members used on average 1,237 kWh per month.
Response:
Please note the following correction to testimony stated on Exhibit 7a of the application,
page 9, answer 25, third paragraph, wherein Owen states, “ A recent study.. . ...shows that
Owen Electric members who receive LIHEAP assistance from 2008 through 2010 used on
average 1609 kWH’s per month while all of our remaining members used on average
1237 kWh per month.” The kWh number ‘1237’ was typed incorrectly and should have

been reported as ‘1273’.

The corrected statement should read “A recent

study.. ... .shows that Owen Electric members who receive LIHEAP assistance from 2008
through 2010 used on average 1609 kWh’s per month while all of our remaining members
used on average 1273 kWh per month.”

a.

Question:

How many members of Owen received L1HEAP assistance from 2008 through 2010?

a.

Response:

Owen Electric members receiving LIHEAP assistance from 2008 through 2010:
Year

2008 2009 2010

# receiving LIHEAP

950

1492 1466
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b.

Question:

Identify and describe all DSM programs that Owen makes available to fixed-and
low-income members, and explain how these members are made aware of these
programs or other available energy-efficiency measures.
b.

Response:

Owen makes available the following DSM programs: Button-Up home weatherization,
high efficiency HVAC and water heater rebates, Touchstone Energy Home programs,
Simple Saver direct load control programs, Together We Save energy conservation tips,
free home energy audits, disbursement of CFL ‘s for replacement lighting, and energy
efficiency and conservation workshops.

These programs are promoted in our monthly

member newsletter published in Kentucky Living magazine, in periodic billing inserts and
newspaper articles, and on our website (owenelectric.com). Owen also devotes a
significant portion of its annual membership meeting to educating members on energy
efficiency and to promote DSM programs. Additionally, Owen’s member service
representatives actively promote these programs while talking with our members.

C.

Question
Provide support for the statement, “[tlhe inefficient energy usage of the dwelling

in which they live has typically resulted in the price of the dwelling being discounted to a
level that low income members can afford.” Provide a copy of the referenced EKPC study
regarding LIHEAP assistance.
C.

Response:

This statement is based on years of personal observations and conversations with a host
of community leaders, advocates for low-income families, and energy advisors.
Please see attached for copy of LIHEAP Analysis for 2008 - 2010.
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ike Cobb
Owen Electric
Subject: LIHEAP Analysis for 2008-2010

At Owen Electric's request, EKPC calculated average kWh usage from data that
Owen provided. The first data provided was their 2008,2009 and 2010 annual
billing file and the second data provided was a list of those residential customers
designated as LIWEAP customers. From this data, a calculation was done on
residential average usage for the

As a result of the analysis completed, the results showed that for Owen, the 3-Yr
average usage for the LIHEAP group was about 1,609 kWh and for the other
group of residential customers not designated as LIWEAP, the average usage

The exhibit below shows a comparison by year.

Load Forecasting
EKPC

LIHEAP Avg kWh
Resid Avg kWh exc
- LIHEAP
~
Number of residential
members receiving
LIHEAP

1,615

1,578

1,635

1,609

1,245

1,213

1,361

1,273

1,492
950 --

1,466
--

"
I
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RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

Question:
Refer to Exhibit 7a in the Application, at page 15, Strategy 6A2. How
many homes participated in the Button-Up pilot program in 2010?
Response:
Nine members took advantage of Owen Electric’s “Button-Up” program during 2010.

Item No 13
Page 1 of 2
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
Refer to Exhibit 7a in the Application, at page 16, Strategy 6A3. Results
from the 2009 Button-Up pilot program showed an average reduction of 8,389 BTUs per
house and 2.45 kW reduction per house at an average cost of $1,810 per house.
a.

Question:
Explain how the 8,389 BTUs per house was determined. Show all

calculations.

a.

Response:

Owen used a nationally recognized energy rating tool, REM/Rate, to determine BTU
savings. REM/Rate is a sophisticated, residential energy analysis, code compliance and
rating software developed specifically for the needs of HERS (Home Energy Rating
System) providers.

REM/Rate calculates heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, and

appliance energy loads, consumption and costs for new and existing single and
multi-family homes. Each home was rated with REM/Rate software as found, and then
rated a second time after all energy efficiency updates were performed.
b.

Question:
Explain how the 2.45 kW per house was determined. Show all calculations.

b.

Response:

After all nine houses were rated; the REMlRate software determined there would be a
total of 75,500 BTU savings. With a total of nine houses retrofitted, the average of each
house was 8,389 BTU savings (75,500/9). There are 3450 kWh per BTU (8,389/3,450),
equaling 2.45 KW savings.
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C.

Question:
Explain how the $1,810 cost per house was determined and what

makes up those costs. Show all calculations.

C.

Response:

Owen partnered with East KY Power Cooperative and Ideal Homebuilders on this pilot.
Costs incurred for each home included, but not limited to, increased insulation, weather
stripping for doors & windows, and air sealing of the home. Total cost for all nine homes
was $16,296, for an average of $1,810 per home ($16,296/9).

Item No 14
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Question:
Refer to Exhibit 7a, page 18, of the Application. Describe how Owen is
upgrading its SCADA system and enhancing its communication and network capacity
and reliability.
Response:
As part of Owen Electric's SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) upgrades
we are replacing existing substation equipment, some of which have reached or exceeded
life expectancy. The original SCADA system was installed beginning in 1987, and is,
therefore, over twenty years old. Existing hardwired local I/O (analogs, status, controls)
cables between the RTU (Remote Telemetry Unit) and substation equipment will be
replaced with fiber optic communication cable expanding the amount of data
accessible. Existing enclosures, and environmental controls (Le. heaters) that are failing
to protect the RTU and cabling will also be replaced to ensure long term survivability of the
new equipment. Expanding this data will improve the situational awareness of our
System Operators, or Dispatchers, to allow for more informed decisions to be made during
system events.

Additionally, this increased accessibility to data will improve our

engineering analysis and decisions relating to short-term and long-term planning.
As part of this upgrade communication between our Corporate Headquarters
and SCADA equipment will be transferred from existing analog radios to utilize existing IP
spread spectrum frequency hopping (SSFH) radios. This IP communication utilizes our
microwave communication backbone which is also being upgraded to allow this traffic to
be rerouted in the event of a tower or pathway loss or failure. Additionally, we will be
working with East Kentucky Power Cooperative to utilize their existing fiber optic cable to
expand our corporate network to a subset of our substations. This expansion will provide
even greater bandwidth and pathway redundancy for communications with our
substations.
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Question:
Refer to Exhibit 7a of the Application, at page 19, Strategies 6D1 & 6D2,
which state that a task force that was developed in August 2009 hired a consultant who
prepared a cost-of-service and rate study based upon a 2009 test year. The results are
presently being used to determine how to restructure rates in 2012. In the current case,
Owen's request is for a revenue-neutral rate design for its Farm and Home and Small
Commercial classes beginning in 201 1 Explain what Owen's plans are in 2012 as to
I

restructuring its rates.
Response:

At this time we have no plans to revise our rates in 2012. However, our future rate plans
depend on decisions made by the EKPC Board of Directors who have instructed EKPC
staff to review their rate structure. We will continue to participate in discussions at EKPC
and will encourage a rate structure that encourages aggressive demand side
management programs. Once EKPC makes their rate structure decisions we will then
analyze the impact on Owen Electric and respond in the best interests of our members.

Item No 16
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Question:
Provide separately the total numbers of Farm and Home and Small
Commercial customers that Owen estimates will experience increases in bills due to its
proposed changes in rate design.

Response:
In regards to the Farm and Home class, the total number of customers that may
experience an increase in bills due to the proposed change in rate design would be
approximately 28,000. If those customers who would benefit from the Inclining Block
Rate proposed in this Application chose such, then the number of customers receiving an
increase would drop to approximately 9,500.
For the Small Commercial rate class, it is estimated that approximately 1,100
customers would have an increase in their monthly bills based on the proposed rate
design change. This rate class does not have an alternative rate design such as the
Inclining Block Rate for the residential customers.

Item No 17
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Witness: Michael Cobb
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

Refer to Exhibit 7b, page 5, of the Application. Owen proposes to offer
four optional rate schedules.
a.

Question:
If a customer opts for one of the three Time-of-Day rate schedules

or the inclining block rate schedule, the proposed tariffs require a one-year commitment.
Explain why the customer should not be allowed to switch to another rate at any time
based on his or her particular circumstances or changes in circumstances.
a.

Response:

While some degree of commitment (one year minimum) is both advantageous and
constructive to determine the effectiveness of the optional rates; member requests to
switch to another rate prior to the one year anniversary will be permitted based on their
particular circumstances or changes in circumstances.
b.

Question:
Will a contract or agreement be required if a customer selects an optional rate

schedule? If yes, provide copies of all contracts or agreements required.
b.

Response:

No written contract will be required.

Item No 17
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Witness: Michael Cobb
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST
C.

Question:
If a customer switches to an optional rate which, due to increases in usage or for

other reasons, becomes disadvantageous to the customer, explain whether the customer
is expected to initiate the contact with Owen to explore a more suitable rate or if Owen
expects to initiate contact with the customer.

C.

Response:

We anticipate that the contact will flow both ways-that

is, initially Owen will educate

members on the menu of rate choices and assist those interested in exploring optional
rates in choosing the optimal rate based on their usage patterns. Afterward, Owen will
query and monitor rate classes and look for those members who fall outside the
prescribed optimum usage range or characteristics for the particular rate class. Those
identified as outliers will be consulted with and given the opportunity to explore other rates.
Additionally, Owen Electric members will be educated and encouraged to self monitor
their electric bill and immediately contact us with any questions or concerns regarding
their rate choice.

Item No 18
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Witness: Michael Cobb
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

Question:
Refer to Exhibit 7d, page 3, of the Application. Owen describes how it will inform
customers to enable them to select the correct rate. If a customer does not choose an
optional rate, explain whether Owen intends to have the customer default to the standard
Farm and Home or Small Commercial rate without exception.
Response:

If a residential member does not choose an optional rate they will default to the standard
Farm and Home rate (SCHEDULE 1 - FARM AND HOME).

Owen will however engage

in continuing education and communications efforts to provide information on rate options
available on an ongoing basis.

Owen’s educational plan also includes targeted

marketing (see response 17C above).
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF'S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

a.

Question:
For an average residential customer to be served under the proposed Schedule

l-B1-Farm & Home-Time of Day tariff, provide a comparison of the customer's bill under
existing rates with the bill as it would be calculated under Schedule l - B l . Show the effect
of each current and proposed rate on the customer's bill in sufficient detail to show the

individual effect of each rate change as shown in the tariff. Include all assumptions used in
the calculation of the average customer's bill.
a.

Response:

See attached
b.

Question:
Provide the

same analysis requested in part a.

levels that might be experienced during a peak month.
b.

Response:

See attached

above using kWh
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF'S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

a.

Question:
For

an

average

residential

customer

to

be

served

under

the

proposed Schedule l-B2-Farm ti Home-Time of Day tariff, provide a comparison of
the customer's bill under existing rates with the bill as it would be calculated under
Schedule 1-B2. Show the effect of each current and proposed rate on the customer's
bill in sufficient detail to show the individual effect of each rate change as. shown in the
tariff. Include all assumptions used in the calculation of the average customer's bill.
a.

Response:

See attached
b.

Question:
Provide the same analysis requested in part a. above using kWh

levels that might be experienced during a peak month.
b.

Response;

See attached
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 201 1-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF'S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

a.

Question:
For

an

average

residential

customer

to

be

served

under

the

proposed Schedule l-B3-Farm & Home-Time of Day tariff, provide a comparison of
the customer's bill under existing rates with the bill as it would be calculated under
Schedule 1-B3. Show the effect of each current and proposed rate on the customer's
bill in sufficient detail to show the individual effect of each rate change as shown in the
tariff. Include all assumptions used in the calculation of the average customer's bill.
a.

Response:

See attached
b.

Question:
Provide the same analysis requested in part a. above using kWh

levels that might be experienced during a peak month.
b.

Response:

See attached
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Witness: Jim Adkins
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

Question:
Provide in electronic format, all schedules in Exhibits 10 and 11 of the Application,
with all formulas unprotected and unlocked.
Response:
See attached
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Witness: Michael Cobb
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CASE NO 2011-00037
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S FIRST INFORMATION REQUEST

Question:
Owen’s current tariff includes a reconnect fee of $30.00. Explain whether, due
to the increased monthly customer charge, low-usage or seasonal customers may
choose to disconnect during periods of low or no usage and reconnect when service is
needed.

Response:
Some seasonal accounts might decide to disconnect and reconnect periodically.
Low-usage members would be less likely to do without service and would likely not
disconnect. Low-usage members would be encouraged to choose Owen’s Inclining
block rate (SCHEDULE 1-D) to minimize their bill.

